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Existence conditions and techniques for partitioning the states of finite stochastic 
systems into cyclic classes are given in this paper. For the special class of preserved 
finite stochastic systems, such cyclic partitions are shown to be evaluated, explicitly, 
in terms of those cyclic partitions associated with the finite Markov chains embedded 
in the system. Generalizations and applications of above results to the periodic 
decomposition f stochastic sequential machines are investigated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, existence conditions and effective procedures for partitioning the 
states of a finite stochastic system (or equivalently finite Markov system [1, 6]) into 
cyclic classes are investigated through an algebraic approach. In general, such cyclic 
partitions are determined essentially by the locations of zero and nonzero entries in 
the family of stochastic matrices which characterize the system. In other words, it 
depends on the cyclic structure of the transition graph associated with the stochastic 
system. For the so-called preserved stochastic systems, their cyclic partitions are 
shown to be expressible xplicitly in terms of the set of cyclic partitions associated 
with the Markov chains embedded in the system. The results obtained in the sequel 
generalize the partitioning concepts pertaining to cyclic Markov chains [5, 6] as well 
as the periodic decomposition schemes for deterministic sequential machines [2, 4]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
First of all, stochastic systems are formulated as below. 
DEFINITION 1. A finite stochastic system (FSS), o q~ = (S;  P) ,  over a finite 
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alphabet X is a pair, where S is the finite set of states identified by integers l, 2,..., n 
with n = ] S ] and P = {Pij(x) = (pij(x)) ] x 9  is a set of ] X l n • n stochastic 
matrices, in which the entry pit(x) specifies the transition probability from state i to 
state j under input symbol x ~ X. 
For every FSS ~9 ~ we can define a set of integer pairs, 
K = {(i,j) [ 3x 9 X with pi~(x) > O) (1) 
called the connection set of the system ~9 ~ This connection set is functionally identical 
with the connection matrix which leads to the transition graph G~o of system ~9' [6]. 
Set K has the basic property that for each 1 ~ i ~< n, there is at least one 1 ~< j ~< n 
such that (i, j) 9 K. State j is called an immediate consequent of state i, if (i, j) e K. 
Statej is a k-consequent of state i, if there is a chain of k @ 1 states i 1 , i s ,..., ik+ 1 such 
that i 1 = i, ik+ 1 = j and state it+ 1 is the immediate consequent of state i r for r = 
1, 2,..., k. In general, we say that state j is a consequent of state i, i f j  = i o r j  is a 
k-consequent of i for some integer k > 0. 
THEOREM 1. If state j is an (-consequent of state i for some E >~ n, then j must be a 
k-consequent of i for some integer k <~ n --  1. 
Proof. Take a state sequence i = i x , i 2 ,..., ig+l which links i to j. I f  g /> n, there 
exist integers 1 ~ r < s ~ # such that ir = is 9 Delete subsequence ir, ir+l ,..., i8 from 
sequence i to get a shortened sequence i 1 , i2 ,..., i~, is+ 1 ,..., it+ 1 . The process can be 
continued repeatedly as long the length of the new sequence is greater than n --  1. 
Eventually, we end up with a sequence of length k ~ n -- 1. Q.E.D. 
We denote the set of all consequents of state i as Ci 9 Clearly ,Vi E S, 2J :/= Ci C_ S 
and Cj C_ Ci i f j  9 Ci .  Theorem 1 guarantees that each consequent set Ci (1 ~ i ~ n) 
can be computed in a finite number of steps as follows. 
Ci = {j  I j -~ k-consequent of i and k ~< n --  1}. (2) 
Now, we are ready to classify the various type of states in a general FSS. 
DEFINITION 2. A state i in 5 ~ is transient, if and only if there exists one consequent 
j 9 C i such that i q~ C~.. Nontransient states are called periodic. More precisely, state i
is periodic if and only if Vj 9 C i , i ~ C~. 
LEMMA I. I f  i is aperiodic state and j  ~ Ci , then C~ = Ci and j  also aperiodic state. 
Proof. The fact that j 9 Ci implies Cj C_ C i .  Since i is periodic, i ~ C~ so Ci C_ C~. 
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Thus C i = Cj. Assuming j is transient, 3k e C a and that j r Ck, which, in turn, 
implies j ~ Ci, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
The consequent set Ci of a periodic state i will be particularly named a periodic class 
of the system 5C Let E be subset of all periodic states and T be the subset of all 
transient states in ~9 ~ Then, in general, E can be reduced as the union of r >/1 disjoint 
periodic classes and, obviously, T u E = S and T ~ E = Z. 
Lemma 1 reveals the fact that all states in the same periodic class from a closed and 
strongly connected subsystem, if the transitions among their predecessor transient 
states are ignored. By closure we mean once the system ~ enteres into a state in a 
certain periodic class, it will never jump out of the class, and by strongly connectedness 
we mean every pair of states in the periodic class is a consequent of each other. 
We shall call an FSS Y transient free if T = Z ; irreducible if E forms a single 
periodic class, i.e., r = 1; and reducible if r >/- 2. As our main concern is the cyclic 
structure of each periodic class, it suffices to investigate only those FSS's that are 
transient free and irreducible (TFI).  Furthermore, for simplicity in illustration, we 
shall deal with binary systems only, i.e., 5: = (S  = {1, 2,..., n}; P = {P(0), P(1)}) 
over the binary alphabet X -- {0, 1), unless otherwise noted. Extensions to general 
systems are discussed in Section 7. 
3. PERIODS OF STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS 
Consider two states i and j  in an FSS ~9 a. I f  statej  is a k-consequent of state i, then 
there exists a state sequence h = h 1 , h 2 ,..., hk+ t which links i = h i to j = hk+l 9 On 
the transition graph G~, of system 6:, sequence//represents a path of length k (k + 1 
nodes and k branches on G~). I f  it happens that i = j ,  the path is called a loop. 
Moreover, if all states (nodes) along a loop are distinct, it is a proper loop. A sub- 
sequence of a path is called a subpath and so are the subloops. 
Let Kst be the set of all possible path lengths from state s to state t. The period 
of any periodic state j is defined as dj = g.c.d. {k [ k ~ K~j}. Through a proof similar 
to that developed in Markov chain theory [5], it can be shown that every FSS has at 
least one periodic state and all the states in the same periodic class have identical 
periods. 
DEFINITION 3. The primitive period of an FSS 6: is defined as d = g.c.d. 
{d t [ I ~ t ~ r}, where dt is the period of any state in the tth periodic class of $;o, 
assuming o c# has totally r disjoint periodic classes. In a TF I  system, we simply write 
d = dj for any state j in ~9 ~ as the whole state set S forms a single periodic class. 
Let L be the set of all proper-loop lengths on the graph G~ of ~9 ~. Obviously, 
L _C {1, 2 , . ,  n}, since all the proper-loop lengths on Gs~ are upper bounded by n. 
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THEOREM 2. Let i be an arbitrary state in 5 e with n states. Consider k e K i i  , then 
we can write 
k = ~at ' t ,  (3) 
t=l 
where coefficient at(1 <~ t ~ n) are nonnegative integers (may be zero). 
Proof. Let h = hth 2 "" hk+l be an arbitrary loop of length k such that h i = i = 
hk+ 1 . Let at be the number of proper subloops of length t appeared in loop//(at = 0 
if there is none). As loop// is formed by a linear combination of proper subloops, the 
proof is completed. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. 
reduced to 
I f  a FSS  ~9 ~ has set L = {fl , ~ ,..., fro}, then Formula (3) can be 
k= ~at '4 .  (4) 
t=l 
THEOREM 3. The primitive period of a FSS  5 ~ 
d = g.c.d. {d] d~L}. (5.a) 
Proof. By definition, d = g.c.d. {k I k e Kii} for any TF I  system 5C Theorem 2 
ensures that g.c.d. {k I k e Kii} = g.c.d. {dl de K}. Q.E.D. 
With the primitive period d evaluated in Formula (5.a), a binary relation ~a over 
the state set S of system 5 e can be now well defined as follows. 
Vi, j E S, i --a J, if and only if k __ 0(mod d) Vk ~ Ki j .  (5.b) 
It can be easily verified that ~a  is an equivalence relation on set S (proof is left to the 
reader). 
4. CYCLIC PARTITIONS OF STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS 
Let wa ~-- {A1 , A2 ,..., A,,} be the partition induced by equivalence relation =a on 
set S. By definition of (mod d), ~r a must have exactly m = d blocks (equivalence classes) 
in it plus the fact that if ( i , j )~K,  i cA  s and j~At ,  then for every state h~ds ,  
(h, k) ~ K implies k ~ A t . Furthermore, these d blocks A i 1 <~ i <~ d form a cyclic 
chain as formally described below. 
DEFINITION 4. A partition % = {B 0 , B 1 ,..., Be_l} on the state set S of a TF I  
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system 5 p is a cyclic partition of period c, if all immediate consequent of states in 
block B, lie in block B/+l(mo d c) for all (0 ~ i ~ c -- 1). c is also called a period of 
the system 5 ~. 
By definition of the primitive period d of a FSS 5 t~, certainly ~a, rewritten as 
"ffd = {So ,  31 , ' " ,  Sd-1}, is the finest cyclic partition (FCP) on 5f and ~r 1 = {S} is the 
trivial cyclic partition of period 1. Systematic procedures to find the FCP ~a of a TF I  
system are shown in Appendix A. It now arises the following question. For what value 
of the integer c, a nontrivial cyclic partion ~r~ on set S of period c exists and, if such a 
period c is found, how to construct he desired cyclic partition ~rr ? This is tackled 
below. 
THEOREM 4. There exists a cyclic partition rr c of period c on a FSS  5 f ,  i f  and only i f  c 
is a divisor of the primitive period d of 5f  . 
Proof. It suffices to prove the nontrivial eases that 2 ~ c ~< d. Let c ] d mean that 
c divides d and c ,~ d mean that c does not divide d. Suppose c ~" d and 
~'c = {B0, BI .... , Be-i} 
is a nontrivial cyclic partition on 5 z. Choose from ~'c and ~r a two blocks, say B o and So, 
such that B 0 n S O @ ~.  Consider the set A = {.)k~>o Skc(moa ) C_ S O . We must have 
A = S, as long as c ~" d. Therefore, S o = S and d = 1 or c = 1, contradictory to the 
initial assumption. On the contrary, if c [ d, then d = kc for some integer h. The blocks 
of ~'c can be constructed as follows. 
/c--1 
Bt = (J  S(t+rc)(moda) (0 ~ t ~ c - -  1). (6) 
~=0 Q.E .D .  
COROLLh~Y 4. Every cyclic partition ~c of 5 r must be an engrossment of the FCP  ~ra , 
i.e., zr a ~ ~e , or ~r a is a refinement of lrc . 
As a matter of fact, for every nontrivial divisor c of the primitive period d, we can 
define an equivalence relation --~c on set S as follows. 
(Vi, j~S)  i - -~ j ,  if and only if m~0(modc)  (Vm~K/~) (7) 
It can be shown that the cyclic partition 7r c obtained from Formula (6) is identical 
with the one induced by equivalence relation ~, .  
Systematic procedures to obtain a cyclic partition ~r c of a TF I  system 5f are now 
summarized below. 
Step 1. Determination of the primitive period d of 5 p (use Theorem 3). 
Step 2. Evaluation of the FCP ~r a (Formula (A1) in Appendix A) 
Step 3. Construct rr c from ~r a (Corollary 4). 
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An example demonstrating the above procedures is given in Example 1 of Appen- 
dix B. 
5. PRESERVED FINITE STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS 
Each of the transition matrices P(0) and P(1) of a FSS ,5~ specifies a Markov chain 
by itself, denoted g0 and g l ,  respectively. Both chains can be considered as special 
cases of a FSS over a singleton alphabet. So all the properties associated with FSS's 
are equally applicable to these two embedded Markov chains. 
DEFINITION 5. A FFS ~ is called a preserved finite stochastic system (PFSS), if 
both chains g0 and g l  preserve the property of TF I  of ~ .  
Let L 0 and L 1 be sets of proper-loop lengths on the transition graphs G o and G1, 
associated with chains go and g l ,  respectively. Define the period d o of chain g0 and 
period d 1 of chain g l  as follows. 
d o = g.c.d. (u ] u 6Lo), (8.a) 
d t = g.c.d. {v I v ~L1}. (8.b) 
Let /4!9) and K (1) be the sets of all possible path lengths on graphs G o and G 1 --~j - - i j  
respectively, which lead the corresponding chain from state i to state j. We can define 
two equivalence relations ~g0 and ~dl  on set S as follows. 
Vi, j E S i :~eoJ ~ k ~ 0(mod d0) V h E K(~ , (9.a) 
Vi, j~S  i ~aaj.~- k ~ O(moddl) Vk~K} 1). (9.b) 
Let 7rao and zrax be cyclic partitions on set S induced by these two equivalence 
relations. We shall write 
"go = (S~~ S~~ S(0)` O -1J' ~" (10.a) 
77dl = {8~1), S~1),..., ~ J , ( ' (1)  -( (10.b) 
-d : {So,  s t  ,..., sd_l). (lO.c) 
THEOREM 5. In a PFSS 5 ~ the primitive period 
d -- g.c.d. (do, dl). (11) 
Proof. We need prove only the nontrivial case that d >/2  and g.c.d. (do, dl) >1/2. 
Let i o be the initial state as described in Appendix A. Assume io e Sto ~ and i o e Sto 1~ 
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(we can always relabel the blocks of partitions ~ra0 and 7ral to yield this assumption). 
Define two sets T o and T 1 as follows. 
To = U So, (12.a) 
m~>0 
T1 U o(1) C S O (12.b) ~md(mOddl  ) - -  . 
m >~O 
Suppose d d" g.c.d. (do, dl) , there are three possibilities. 
Case 1. d id  o but d J fd  t ,  
We must have T I=S=S O . 
Case 2. d id  lbutdCd o . 
We must have T o = S = S o . 
Case 3. dcd  o anddcd  t .  
We must have T o=T I=S=So.  
All these cases imply that d ~-1, a contradiction. Thus, d l g.c.d. (d o , ,tl). By 
definition of d, g.c.d. (do, da) I d holds also. Q.E.D. 
6. CYCLIC PARTITIONS OF PRESERVED SYSTEMS 
We shall show that the FCP 7r a of a PFSS ~9 ~ can be expressed in terms of the cyclic 
partition rrao and 1rat in an explicit form. 
DEFINITION 6. The cyclic image A* of an arbitrary partition A on the state set S 
of a FSS is the finest engrossment of h ~ h*, that is a cyclic partition. (Method to 
obtain A* from h is shown in Appendix A.) When A* is nontrivial with period ~2,  
we say that the original partition A is quasicyclic, otherwise, i.e., ;~* has trivial period 1, 
A is called acyclic. Obviously, when h is given cyclic, then A* = A. 
Define the sum partition [3] ~ra0 + ~'at as follows. The convention i ~ j (~) ,  i.e., 
states i and j are in the same block of partition zr, is adopted. 
Vi, j c S i ~ j(Trao + ~rd~) ~ 3 sequence of states 
hi, ]/2 ,'", hk+l such that h 1 ~ i, hk+l ~- j and either (13) 
h.~ = h~+l(zrao ) or h~ ~-- hr+l(r~a~) V1 ~ r ~< k. 
Note that even if both partitions 7rao and zra~ are cyclic, their sum rrao + 7tax may be 
either cyclic, quasicyclic, or acyclic in nature. 
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LEMMA 2. Consider any two states i, j in a FSS  ,9 ~. I f  k 1 e Kij , k2 ~ Ki~ , and 
k 1>/k2,  thenk 1 -k  2~O(modd). 
Proof. As 5P is TF I ,  3 at least one k ~ K~i such that k 1 + k ~ Kii and k~ + k E Kil . 
Thus, k I + k ~_ 0(mod d) and k,~ + k --  0(mod d). This implies 
(k  1 _k_ h )  - -  (k  2 ~-  k )  = k 1 - -  k 2 ~ 0(mod d). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. Given two states i, j in 5f. I f  there exists an k o E Kij such that 
h o ~ 0(mod d) then every k ~ Kij satisfies k =- 0(rood d). 
Proof. Lemma 2 implies k - -k  0 -0 (modd) .  Now k o -0 (modd) ,  so k= 
k 0 ~ 0(mod d). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. In any PFSS  ~,  we have 
~ra 0+ 7ra~ ~ Tra. (14) 
Proof. Consider i ~j(Trao + rral ). Let --r k(~ c K (~ and "'r k(1) ~: K(1)h3~+l " By Formula 
(13), either do[k (~ or d 1 ] k~ 1) holds according to if hr ~ h,.+i(Trao ) or h~ ~ h~+t(rra~ ). 
Due to Theorem 5, d [ k (~ or d ] k~ 1). So 3 at least one path of length k o -- x~k h (q) "-r - -  /-.~r=l r , 
with subperseript q = 0, if h,, ~ hr+l(Wdo ) and q --~ 1, if h~ ~ hr+l(rra~), such that 
k 0 ~ 0(mod d). By Lemma 3, therefore, i - - j (~a) yields. Q.E.D. 
Summarizing the above Lemmas, it follows the main result for evaluating the FCP 
lra of a PFSS. 
THEOREM 6. For any PFSS,  5 P, we have 
~ = (~o + ,~)*. (15) 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 4 and Definition 6. Q.E.D. 
An example, illustrating the process of obtaining 7r a using (15) is shown in Example 
2 of Appendix B. 
7. GENERAL IZAT ION AND APPL ICAT IONS 
When one deals with a reducible FSS 5~ containing r ~ 2 periodic classes, each of 
the r periodic classes, say E t (1 ~ t ~ r), along with the set of stochastic submatrices 
Pt = {Pt(x) lx  ~ X} .(corresponding to transition probabilities among states in Et) 
define an independent finite stochastic subsystem ~ ~ (Et ,  Pt) (1 ~ t ~ r), which 
is isolated from other subsystems. Thus, one can treat each subsystem ~ separately. 
An overall cyclic decomposition of the whole system 5P is then obtained by the union 
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of blocks in these r disjoint FCP's in a juxtaposed form [2], with an overall period as 
defined in Definition 3. Furthermore, for each nontrivial divisor of this overall period, 
there exists a nontrivial cyclic partition of 5C 
Applying our theory to stochastic sequential machines [1, 4, 6] (SSM), a Moore-  
type SSM can be considered as a FSS equipped with an output function mapping 
from the state set S to an output alphabet Z. Each cyclic partition, therefore, enables 
a periodic realization of the SSM. With minor modifications, one can also take care of 
of the transient states. Some SSM have a bound on the number of transitions among 
transient states. But in general, if there is a loop among transient states, such bound 
does not exist. Probabilistic asymptotic analysis has to be applied. 
I f  the given SSM is a Mealy-type one, characterized by a finite set of substochastic 
matrices [6], one can always find a Moore-type quivalent machine [1, 6] to deal with. 
So the applicability of our cyclic partitoning scheme to the periodic realization of 
SSM's is not limited in essence. 
APPENDIX A 
In what follows, ~9 ~ is a FSS that is given TF I  with period d. 
I. Evaluation of the FCP ~r d = {So, S, ..... Sa-t} of 5 ~ 
Choose a state, say i o , as a preset initial state in block S O . Let C~o be the set of all 
k-consequents of state i0 . Each block St of ue is then obtained by 
n--I 
S~ = U c/ko (provided k ~ t(mod d)) (a l )  
k=0 
for a l l0~t~d- -  1. 
2. Method to Obtain the Cyclic Image A* of an Arbitrary Partition A ~-- {A1, As .... , Am} 
of System 5r 
Denote the set of immediate consequents of those states in subset (block) A as 
I(A) = ( j [  (i,j) e K and i E A}. (A2) 
Let A* ---- B 0 . B 1 .... , Be_ 1 be the desired cyclic image of A, with period c >/1 to be 
determined. Blocks, Bt for t = 0, 1, 2,..., are obtained recursively as follows. Assign 
A 1 C B 0 to begin with. Insert all A% C B , ,  if A h r3 I(Bo) =/= ;g. Insert all At, C B2, 
if At2 n I(B1) =/= ~ and so on, until the stage that B o n B(Ib_l) v ~ ~, then make 
Atb _C B o . And conclude that the period c ----b. Repeat the process until all blocks 
A~ 1 ~< t ~ m in partition A are merged. We then end up with the cyclic image A* 
with period e. 
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APPENDIX B 
Two concrete xamples are given below to straighten out the conceptual results 
obtained in this paper. 
EXAMPLE 1, Given a binary FSS ,5# specified by the following two stochastic 

























1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 10  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 01  0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 89 0 i l  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
















1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
oooo 89189 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
ooo~ooo~ooo 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
The connection set K = {(1, 2); (2, 3); (3, 4); (4, 5); (5, 6); (5, 10); (6, 7); (7, 8); 
(8, 5); (8, 9); (9, 6); (9, 10); (10, 11); (11, 12); (12, 1); (12, 9)}. The transition graph 
Gsp, corresponding toset K, is sketched in Fig. 1. 
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FIG. 1. Transition graph G~ of FSS.~. 
Examining the directed graph Gsp, we obtain the set of all proper-loop lengths 
L = {4, 8, 12}. Using Formula (5), we obtain the primitive period d of 5:. 
d = g.c.d. (4, 8, 12) = 4. (B1) 
Applying Formula (A1), we obtain the FCP ~r a of 5:. 
~'a = {1, 5,9; 2,6, 10; 3,7, 11; 4,8, 12} (B2) 
Now if we choose integer c ---- 2, a divisor of d = 4. Applying Formula (6), we obtain 
the cyclic partion ~r~ on ~9 a. 
w 2 = {1, 3,5,7,9, l l ;  2,4,6,8, 10, 12} (B3) 
EXAMPLE 2. Given a PFSS ~ characterized by the following two stochastic 
matrices P(0) and P(1). 
e(o)  = 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 1/2, 1/2 








11 1/4, 3/4 


















7 1/3, 1/3 









5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 




1/4, 1/4 1/4, 1/4 
1/8, 1/4 1/2, 1/8 
1/2 1/4, 1/4 
Matrix P(0) defines a TF I  Markov chain Wo with period d o = 6 with the following 
cyclic partition. 
9 rao = ~r 6 = {1, 2; 3, 4; 5, 6; 7, 8; 9, 10; 11, 12}. (B4) 
Similarly, matrix P(1) defines a TF I  Markov chain cg 1 with period d 1 = 4 and the 
cyclic partition 
~ral = ~r 4 = {1, 2, 5; 3, 4; 6, 9, 10; 7, 8, 11, 12}. 
The sum partition is obtained below. 
(B5) 
7rao + ~al = 7r6 + ~q = {1,2, 5, 6, 9, 10; 3, 4; 7, 8, 11, 12}. (B6) 
Note that in (B6) blocks 3, 4 and 7, 8, 11, 12 contain immediate consequents of states 
in block 1,2, 5, 6, 9, I0. By the method described in Appendix A, we obtain the cyclic 
image or the FCP 7r a of system ~a as follows. 
with period 
rra = (rra o + ~ral)* = {1,2, 5,6,9, 10; 3,4,7,8, 11, 12} 
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